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Abstract. Electromagneticcoupling between the Earth's core and mantle is
one of the proposedmechanismsto explain length of day (LOD) variations
on decadal timescales. Mantle conductivity, a determining parameter in this
process,is only poorly known. Earlier work on core-mantle coupling mostly
as'sumedlaterally homogeneousmantle conductivities. However, the lower mantle
is a highly inhomogeneousregion. Seismicevidenceis growing that many of the
inhornogeneities
must have chemical,compositional,or thermal origins. We consider
the effect of different laterally varying conductivitymodels on electromagnetic
mantle torques. Torque amplitudes for a specificepoch can depend strongly on
the assumedconductivity distribution. However, when comparing time series
of the electromagnetictorque to decadal LOD variations, none of the examined
conductivity modelsimprove the agreementsignificantly. As in the simplest case
of a homogeneous
mantleconductivity,a minimumaverageconductance
of 10sSis
alwaysrequired to make electromagneticcouplingefficient.
1.

The conductivityratio e = a/ac can then serveas a

Introduction

small parameter in a perturbation analysis that leads
The Earth's rotation period changesover a variety of to torque expressionsof first order in e. In addition to
differenttimescales[e.g.,Hide and Dickey,1991].Most a mantle conductivity model, information on the magof the variation can be explained by couplingto the at- netic field, its secularvariation(SV), and the toroidal
mosphere and oceans, changesin the Earth's moment potential field (I) of (UB•) is requiredfor the torque

of inertia, or tidal friction. Lengthof day (LOD) vari- calculation.(UB•) is the productof the horizontalveationson decadaltimescales,however,are so large (of locity and the radial magneticfield at the core surface.
the order10-7s yr-•) that onlythe core'smomentof Its poloidal/toroidaldecomposition
reads
inertia is big enough to take the associatedchangesin
(UB•) = Vuq• + Vx(r(I)) ,
(1)
angular momentum.
Three mechanisms seem capable of providing the
where V H is the horizontal part of the gradient operarequired coupling of core and mantle: gravitational tor.

couplingbetweendensityand/or topographicinhomogeneitiesof innercoreand mantle[Buffeft,1996a,1996b;
Szeto and Xu, 1997], topographiccouplingfrom fluid
pressureon a deformedcore-mantleboundary(CMB)
[Hide, 1986;Jault andLe Mou•'l, 1991;KuangandBlozham, 1996; Jault and Le Mou•'l, 1999], and Lorentz

Subsequent
papers [Stix and Roberts,1984;Loveand
Blozham,1994; Stewart ½tal., 1995]usedcoreflow in-

versions to determine 4> and assumed a laterally homogeneousmantle conductivity. The torque's time dependenceresulting from theseforward calculationsdoes
not agree with LOD variations. Moreover, a consisforces acting on the Earth's mantle. We will consider
tently negative offset F0 of the calculated torque variathe third mechanism here.
tion was found, while the LOD torques oscillate around
Stix and Roberts[1984]introduceda methodto dea zero mean. Some authors report an additional long
termine the electromagnetictorque on the mantle based
timescale
trend that also distinguishesforward models
on the reasonableassumptionthat the mantle conducand
decadal
LOD data [Stewartet al., 1995;Holme,
tivity a is much smaller than the core conductivity

1998a]. Both deviationsare usuallyattributed to the

neglectedelectromagneticdiffusion,that can give riseto
Copyright 2000 by the American Geophysical Union.
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a slowlyvaryingtorquecontribution [Stix and Roberts,
1984].
However,Holme [1998a]provedthat electromagnetic
couplingis neverthelesscapableof explainingLOD vari23,569
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ations, provided the required torque is used as an internal constraint in the flow inversion. Consequently,these
type of calculationsare called inversemodels. Flow in-

versionsare knownto be nonunique[Backus,1968]and
therefore potentially leave freedom for additional constraints. For a mantle conductance of at least C = 108 S

the LOD variation can be reproduced without unreason-
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der Hils! e! al., 1997;Lay e! al., 1998]. Thus variations
in chemical compositionhave been suggested. In particular, partial melting and enrichmentwith iron alloys
have been proposedfor the ULVZ. This would diminish
seismic velocities and potentially increase the conduc-

tivity ILl and Jeanloz,1991;Mangaand Jeanloz,1996].
On the other hand, Poirier and Le Mougl [1992]state

ableforcing(changing,deforming)the coresurfaceflow that percolation of iron from the core into the mantle
[Holme,1998b].Conductance
is definedas the radially can only be marginal.
integrated mantle conductivity.

Another interesting issue, thought to be connected

Wicht and Jault [1999] (hereinafterreferredto as to lateral conductivity variations in the mantle, is the
WJ1) introducedan alternative method to determine questionof preferredvirtual dipolepaths (VDPs) durthe toroidalpotentialfield ß of (UBr). Their method ing geomagneticreversals [Laj e! al., 1991]. Runcorn
relies on the fact that the poloidal and toroidal parts of [1992]proposedthat the electromagnetic
torquecould
(UBr) haveto cancelon null-fluxlinesandhastherefore force the magnetic polesto follow the observedpreferred
been dubbed

the NFL method. Null-flux lines are lines
VDPs if the mantle conductivity is considerablyhigher
where the radial magnetic field vanishesat the core- beneath the Pacific than in other mantle regions. Inter-

mantleboundary.The poloidalpart of (UB•) is given estingly,globalseismicmodels [Liu e! al., 1998;Ishii
by the secular variation via the radial induction equa- and Tromp,1999]showdecreased
velocitiesin the lower
tion in the frozen flux approximation, i.e., neglecting mantle beneath the Pacific, and this is also an area
magnetic diffusionin the core:
where a ULVZ can be found [Garnero e! al., 1998].

-

However,Brito e! al. [1999]demonstratethat the mag-

- -vb ß .

We thus know • where B• vanishes and can use this

information to construct a global model for •. While
these calculations bypass the inherent indeterminacy of
flow inversions,errors in NFL position and the NFL coverage of the CMB are issues.The results of WJ1 were
similar

to those based on flow inversions:

LOD

vari-

ations could only be reproduced if the torque is used
as a constraint

in the inversion

and the mantle

conduc-

tanceexceededC = 108S. Herewe will rely on the NYL
method only. However, the results of WJ1 and some
numerical experimentsnot presentedhere suggestthat
the methods of including a lateral conductivity variation and the qualitative results presented would hold
as well, if core flow inversions were the basis for the ß
models.

A conductance
of C = 108S is not compatiblewith

netic pole trajectory is not strongly affected by lateral
conductivity variations, assumingthe field staysmainly
dipolar during the reversal.
Recently, the effect of lateral conductivity variations
on electromagneticcore-mantlecoupling has been con-

sideredby Holme [2000]. He examinesthe question
whether any conductivity variation could diminish the
mean torque P0 and eliminate the long timescaletrend.
We try to clarify the effect of lateral conductivity vari-

ationsmoregenerallyand, while Holme[2000]employs
forward calculations, will concentrateon the inverseapproach. In section 2 we describe the methods used to
calculate the electromagnetictorque. Section 3 will
show that the electrical potential in the lower mantle
does not depend significantly on the assumed lateral
conductivity distribution. Neglecting this dependence
simplifies the problem and allows us to explore different conductivity models. We end with a discussion.

recent conductivity estimates of lower mantle material

basedon geochemicallaboratoryexperiments [Shank2. Torque Calculation
land et al., 1993;Katsuraet al., 1998].To be sufficiently
and Numerics
efficient, electromagneticcoupling thus has to rely on a 2.1. Methods
possiblyhigher conductivityof a chemicallyor composiElectromagneticcouplingis causedby Lorentz forces
tionally differentiated lower mantle layer. For example,
acting on electric currentsin the mantle:

a layerof 100km thicknessand a conductivityof 10aS
m-• wouldyield the requiredconductance.
Seismicexplorations have shown that the lower man-

tle is a highly inhomogeneous
region [Suet al., 1994;
van der Hilst et al., 1997; œiu et al., 1998; Ishii and

Tromp, 1999]. A well-established
anisotropiclayer is
D" extendingto • 200km abovethe CMB [e.g. Lay et
al., 1998],and recentlyultra low velocityzones(ULVZ)

F- / dV
sin0
[jxB]½ (3)
Here we consider only the torque component in direction of the rotation axis, which is responsible for

length of day changes. The integral has to be taken
over the conductingpart of the mantle;j is the current
have been found in the bottom
50km of the mantle
density and B is the Earth's magnetic field. Roberts
[Garnero et al., 1998]. In addition, a third layer ex- [1972] named the torque causedby the action of B
tending up to a depth of 1700km has been proposed on a poloidal (toroidal) current density the toroidal

by van der Hilst and Kdrason[1999]. All three layers (poloidal)torque,basedon the geometryof the magshow pronouncedlateral variations and seismicsignals netic field produced by the current.
Time variation of the poloidal geomagneticfield,
that cannotbe explainedby thermaleffectsalone [van
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(4)

inducesa toroidal electricfield,

1=0

m=0

-31C.C. •

E. -- -r7x(.½) .

(11)

while gradientsof the electricpotential V in the mantle
can be identified with a poloidal electric field,

Ep = -VV

.

(6)

Here S is the poloidal magnetic potential field.
Ohm's law connectselectrical field and current' j crE. Hence,for a laterally homogeneous
mantle conductivity, poloidal and toroidal current densitiesare respectively associatedwith electric fields of the same type.
This does not hold when the conductivity varies laterally.
Sincewe regard the distinctionof the two electricfield
sources to be more relevant

than

the involved

current

types, we separate the electromagnetictorque into a
contribution related to secular variation,

I=0

m=0

-•- C.C. •

1=0

m=0

n=l

wherethe P•(O, c)) are Schmidtnormalizedassociated
Legendre polynomials of degree 1 and order m; c.c
stands for the complex conjugate. Note that the com-

plex coefficients
¬r•(r) dependon the radiusr, while
(7) we have used a power law ansatz to describethe radial

Fsv
: - / dVrsinOer
[(Vx(r•))xB]o
dependenceof the conductivity. Analogousspherical
and a contributionconnectedwith the electricpotential,

coefficientsfor the poloidal magnetic field potential S
and its radial dependenceare given by the magnetic

field modelUFM1 [Bloxhamand Jackson,1992]em-

here.
Fpo,
=- /dVrsinOcr
[(VV)xB]½
. (8)ployed
Equation(9) as well as the boundaryconditionsare

Once a mantle conductivity is assumed,the first contri- transferredfrom physical(0, &) spaceinto functional

multiplyingby
bution (7) can be calculateddirectlyfrom a givenfield (1,m) spaceby insertingthe expansions,
model and its time variation; we use UFM1 by Bloxham

a spherical
harmonic
P•(0) e(i"•), andintegrating
over

andJackson
[1992]
throughout
thispaper.To calcu-a spherical
surface.
Theorthogonality
ofthespherical
latethesecond
contribution
(8),which
turnsouttobe harmonics
isused
in thisprocess.
Boundary
condition

typically
larger
than
thefirst
one
(WJ1),
theelectrical
(10)
then
reads
«,•(r0)-r0•,•.
Equation (9) transformsinto a system of secondpotential must be determined.

The conditionthat the divergenceof the current den- order differential equations in radius for the coefficients
in 1 are truncated
sity vanishesdefinesa second-orderdifferentialequation ¬,•(r). Supposethat the expansions
at
orders
Lv,
L•,
Lo,
and
Ls,
respectively.
Usinga
that we solve for the potential:
magneticfield model and assuminga conductivity dis-

V.[cr
VV]- - V.[cr
Vx(r•)]

(9)

tributiondetermines
the right-handsideof (9), whichis
of orderL = L• + Ls + 1 in (/, m) space.Thusa system

of equations of order L opposesthe unknown electrical
The radial current has to be zero at the boundary be- potential of order Lv. Standard least squaresmethods
tween the conductingand insulatingpart of the mantle. are used to solve this in general nonquadratic system.
This servesasthe first boundaryconditionfor (9), while Depending on the conductivity model, the equation systhe secondone is the continuity of the horizontal elec- tem can be truncated, down to L = Ls + 1 in some
tric field at the CMB. In the frozen flux approximation cases.
this condition

is fulfilled

for

If the conductivitydependson radiusonly (9) canbe
solved analytically for each spherical harmonic coeffi-

v:

.0 ß ,

(10)

cientV•,• [Stix andRoberts,1984].In the moregeneral

caseof a laterally varying conductivity we employ cenwhere r0 is the core radius. The field ß has to be deter- tral differencesfor the radial dependence. Since this demined first and can then serve as a boundary condition pendenceis generallyweak closeto the CMB, where the
for (9). Throughoutthis paperwe usethe NFL method mantle conductivity and thus most of the torque action
to invert for models of q•; details of this procedure are is concentrated, about nr = 10 grid points suffice for
the conductivitymodelsexploredhere. Convergencein
given by WJ 1.
We expand the variables V, q•, and the conductivity L and nr have been checkedfor the solutionspresented
here, and numerical errors are smaller than 0.1%.
•r in spherical harmonics:

23,572
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Models

In order to focus on the influence of lateral

conductiv-

ity variation we will keep the radial dependencefixed.
Most likely, the mean mantle conductivitydecaysaway
from the coremantle boundary. WJ 1 chosec• = 9 for a
laterally homogeneous
conductivitystretchingthroughout the mantle but found the resulting magnetic times
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conductivityvariationsmore generally.In the one-mode
model,lateral dependenceis describedby a singlespherical harmonic:

• = •0 + ½• N•P•(cos0)

cos(m[•+•])

, (14)

where• is a shift in longitude•. The normalizationfac-

that max{N• P•(cos0)} = 1. Six
r• [Braginskiyand Fishman,1976]to be too long. To tor N/• guarantees
parameterscharacterizethis model: the homogeneous
firstorder(in e), r• isthe time a magneticsignalof order
conductivity a0, the variation amplitude a•, order l and
degreem of the variation, the shift •, and the thickness
a radially homogeneous
conductivity(c• = 0), which
5 of the conductinglayer.
is confined close to the CMB. This not only simplifies
In the localized conductivity model we concentrate
the problem: Sincethe magnetictime dependsquadratmantle conductivity in a block adjacent to the CMB.
ically on the thickness5 of the conductinglayer, r• will
The radial thicknessof the blockis controlledby 5, while
be considerablysmaller than in WJ1. For example, for
its lateral extensionis definedby two openinganglesbea layer of thickness5 = 200km and homogeneous
conductivityof ½0= 1000Sm-• we find r• = 0.8years,a tween pairwise opposite great circles. The four corner
points where pairs of great circlesmeet on a spherical
value that can be neglected compared to LOD variasurfaceform a rectangle,a squareif the openingangles
tions with a typical timescaleof 30 years. Note that we
are identical. Let 7 be the openinganglein the latitude
do not use the thin layer approximation employedby

I needs to diffuse through the mantle. Here we adopt

otherauthors [Stewartet al., 1995;Holme,1998a].

directionand/• be the second(orthogonal)
one.As for

Information about lower mantle conductivity distri- the one-modemodel the localizedconductivitymodel is
bution is scarce, and the correlation between seismic characterizedby six parameters:thickness5, the openvelocities and conductivity variations remains unclear. ing angles7 and/•, latitude and longitudeof the block's
and the homogeneousconductivity a• of the
However, in order to have a conductivity distribution midpoint,
block.
that is at least basedon somegeophysicaldata we adopt
the degree16 model of Liu et al. [1998]at a depth of
2800km and identify lowerthan averageseismicvelocity 3. Results
with higher than averageconductivity. The conductivity is assumedto scale linearly with the seismicvelocity
The electromagnetic
torque dependsalmostlinearly
for simplicity. This procedure defines the relative am- on the mantle conductivity, provided the conductivity
plitudes ½•,• but leaves the mean conductivity •0 and is concentrated close to the CMB and its lateral scales
an absolute variation amplitude • as free parameters. are not too small. There is the possibilityof nonlinear
The resulting conductivity variation is shown in Fig- behavior,sincethe electricalpotential dependson the
ure 1.

conductivitydistribution(see(9)). However,we find

In addition, we use two simplified models to explore this dependenceto be weak for the modelsexplored
the dependenceof electromagneticcouplingon lateral here.

Figure 1. Contour linesfor a lateral conductivityvariation at the CMB inferred f¾o•na seismic

degree16 modelby Liu et al. [1998].High-conductivity
zones(solidlines)havebeenidentified
with slow seismic velocities and vice versa. We use a Hammer equal-area projection for all
spherical surface projections presentedhere and draw the continentsfor orientation.
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eral conductivityvariation(71/0'0 for differentone-mode
models and the magnetic field model UFM1 for 1990.
The torque scaleslinearly with the variation amplitude
and can vary by a factor of 2 dependingon the assumed
conductivity model. Solid circlesin Figure 3 represent
solutions where the lateral conductivity variation has
been ignored in calculating the electric potential via

(9). The error of this linear approximationgrowswith
increasingconductivity variation amplitude rr• and decreasinghorizontal conductivity scales. The maximum
deviation betweenlinear and nonlinearsolutionsin Fig-

2.685

2.680

ure 3 is •,- 1% for (l = 2, m = 2) and g•/go = 1.
For the most complicated conductivity structure employed here, the seismicallyinferred variation of degree
16 shown in Figure 1, the error is also about •,- 1%,
again for UFM1 1990. We are thus confident in using the analytical potential for a laterally homogeneous
mantle conductivity when exploring the dependenceof
the electromagnetictorque on variousconductivityvariations presentedbelow.
This linear approximationmight seemproblematicin
the context of the localized conductivity models. However, we assume implicitly that the conductivity gradients are small enough to validate the approximation
in the potential calculationand large enoughto justify
using a block of conductingmaterial in the torque cal-

1.24

V2ø1.23
-0.395

-0.405

-0.51

culation.

WJ1 haveshownthat for a laterallyhomogeneous

V22
-0.52

mantle conductivity most of the torque action for 1990
is concentrated

0.00

0.02

0.04

beneath

Africa

0.2

0.4

and the mid-Atlantic.

0.06

r

Figure 2. Radial dependenceof the electricalpotential
V in the mantle. Real parts of different coefficientsfrom
an expansionin spherical surface harmonics are shown.
Different

one-mode

models

have been assumed for the

-0.6

conductivity:homogeneous
conductivity(1 = 0, m = 0)
solidline, (1 = 1, m = 0) dotted line, (1 = 1, m = 1)
dashedline, (1 = 2, m = 0) longdashedline, and(1 = 2,
m = 2) dash-dottedline. Mean conductivityrr0 and F
variationamplituderr• are 10aSm-•. The thickness
of

-0.8

the conductinglayer is 5 = 200 km. The latitude shift
A has been chosen individually to maximize the effect
of each conductivity variation. Labels on the x-axis
indicate the radius in units of mantle thickness. Only
the conducting layer is shown here.
0.0

Closeto the CMB, wherethe conductivity
andthus

0.6

0.8

1.0

o/o 0

mostofthetorqueactionis concentrated,
thepotential
isdetermined
bythevalueofthetoroidal
partof(UB•) Figure 3. Dependenceof the total electromagnetic
via boundary
condition
(10). Therefore
the potential torque on the conductivity variation amplitude rr• for
differentone-modemodels:(l = 1, m = 0) solidline,
tle conductivity
is assumed.
Figure:2shows
theradial (1 = l, m = 1) dottedline, (1 = 2, m = 0) dashed
line, (1 = 2, m = 1)long dashedline, (1 = 2, m = 2)

hasthe samevalueat the CMB, no matter whichman-

dependence
ofdifferent
potential
harmonics
¬,, in the dash-dottedline. Solid circlesrepresentresultswhere
conducting
partof themantle.Thisdependence
isal- the electricpotentialfor a laterally homogeneous
conwaysweak,andtheharmonics
never
deviate
much
from ductivity has beenused. Agreementbetweentheseapthe solutionfor a homogeneous
mantleconductivity.

proximationsand the exac• solutionsis always be•er

In Figure3 we showthe dependence
of the elec- than 1%. Conductivity parametersare the sameas for
tromagnetic
torqueon the relativeamplitude
of lat- Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Contourlinesof the misfit MLor>to torquesexplaininglengthof day variationsfor the
time span from 1900 to 1990 in 2.5-year steps. To derive this plot, the mantle has been scanned

with a conductivity
of 104S m-1, concentrated
in a blockadjacentto the CMB with a thickness
of 8 = 200km and a lateral extensionof • = 7 = 20ø. The resulting M,,oD value has then been
plotted at longitude and latitude of the block'smidpoint. Resolutioncorrespondsto spherical
harmonicsup to degreeand order 6. Misfit valuesare generally high, ranging from a minimum
of MboD= 0.83 to a maximum of Mbo• = 1.74. Thesevaluescan not be decreasedsignificantly
by further increasingthe conductivity. The dotted line denotesthe mean M,,o• level. Solid lines
mark larger than mean, and dashedlines mark smaller that mean levels.
The torque amplitude dependson the overlap between with a conductingblock of thickness8 = 200 km and a
the conductivity maxima and this area. In the one- lateral extensionof • = 7 = 20ø. The conductivity is
mode model the longitudeshift I can be chosento max- crl= 104Sm-1 to maximizethe effect,not claimingto
imize the absolutetorque amplitude, but the latitude of be realistic. UFM1 has been usedin 2.5-year stepsfrom
the conductivitymaximum is fixed for a given Legendre 1900 to 1990. The contour lines in Figure 4 represent
polynomial. These effectsexplain the different gradi- the misfit M,,o= betweenlength of day torquesF,,ODand
ents found in Figure 3 and the torques dependenceon the total electromagnetictorque P = Psv + Ppo•,

I (not shownhere).
The localized conductivity model allows to explore

the effectof concentrating
(or increasing)the conductivity in different areas of the deep mantle. Figure 4
and Figure 5 show the results of scanningthe mantle

Figure 5. Contourlinesrepresentthe temporalmeanelectromagnetic
torqueF0 from 1900to
1990 for a scan with the localizedconductivitymodel. The maximum is F0 = 0.40 x 10•SN m

andthe minimumis F0 = -1.13 x 10•SNm. Petrameters
andplottingmethodsarethe sameas
for Figure 4.
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The sum is taken over all years (ti, i = 1, ..., N) for (Figure 1) and a conductivityconcentrationbeneath
which the calculation has been performed. Torques the Pacific. The position of the latter is motivated by
While the
have been shifted by the mean torque values F0 pre- ULVZs found at the base of the mantle.
ULZVs have a thickness of up to 50 km, we have kept
sentedin Figure 5:
5 = 200 km for better comparability here. ConcentratN
ing the conductancecloserto the CMB would slightly
r0 r(t) / N .
(16) increasethe electromagneticcoupling. Clearly, all misi----1
fit values presentedin Table i are far too high.
We conclude that conductivity variation can have a
These values are treated as an offset here because LOD
significant
effect on the torque amplitude and its temtorques oscillate around a zero mean.
poral
mean
but does not alter the torque's time depenThe calculationsdo not even vaguely resembleLOD
dence
in
a
way
that would bring it significantlycloserto
variations. Even the minimum misfit of MLoD = 0.83
the
observed
LOD
variation. Holme [19983]hasshown
is extraordinarilylarge, keepingin mind that for a zero
torque MLoD = 1. A maximum value of M[oa = 1.74 is with his inversemodel that mainly the time dependence
reached when concentratingthe conductivity beneath of the core surface flow is increased in order to reprosouthernAfrica. This area always contributessignifi- duce LOD torques. This would explain why static concantly to the electromagnetictorque valuesthroughout ductivity variations can not improve the results. On

the century(WJ1) becauseof the typical strongwestward coresurfaceflows and the relatively strong radial
magnetic field found here. Figure 5, showingcontour
linesof the offsetF0 resultingfrom the differentconductivity locations, demonstratesthat this region is also
correlated with a strong negative offset. Concentrating the conductivity beneath the Pacific, on the other
hand, couldresult in a zero mean torque. The fact that

the other hand, Celaya and Wahr [1996]demonstrate

that the smaller-scalevelocity componentsmay be more
time-dependent than the larger ones, and we find this
to be also true for the (I> field in our formalism.

Small-

scale conductivity variations enhance the contribution
of small (I>scalesto the electromagnetictorque and thus
increaseits time dependence. However, the time dependence does not follow the LOD signal, and the misfit
remains large.

Holme[2000]canfind a conductivitydistributionyieldWe thereforefollow Holme [19983]and WJ 1's examing F0 - 0 correspondsnicely with this result.
ple
and use the LOD torque as a constraint in the inWhile it seems unlikely that the whole mantle conversion
for the toroidal potential (I>of (UBr). These
ductivityis concentrated
locally [Poirier andLe Mou•'l,
calculations have been shown to be successful for lat1992],Figure4 can nevertheless
serveas a modelfor a
somewhatoptimized conductivity variation if we reduce erally homogeneousmantle conductivities,that is, the
(increase)an averageconductivity
wherelarge(small) torque can be reproduced with the resulting (I>field.
Naturally, ß is altered by the additional condition, and
misfits are found.
To maximize
the effect we chose
the
changesonly stay in an acceptablerangeif the manrr• = or0. Table 1 presents LOD misfits and mean
tle conductance is of the order l0 s S. With this kind of

torques for such a conductivity model in comparison
with values for a laterally homogeneousconductivity, inversion it is hard to define what "acceptable" really
means. WJ1 have used two measures: the misfit of the
a conductivityvariation inferred from a seismicmodel
solution to the input "data" and the roughnessof the
resulting (I>field.
In the case of the NFL method the misfit MN•. meaTable 1. Misfit M[o= and offset F0 to LOD torques

sureshow well the poloidaland toroidalpart of (UBr)
ConductivityModel

rr0•

ffla

M•.or>

FOb

cancelon null flux lines. The poloidal part is given by

the SV (equation(2)) and represents
the "data" input.
Homogeneous
Optimized
c

2 x 103
2 x 103 2 x 103

1.42
1.32

-1.74
-1.30

Seismicd
Pacific ½

2 x 103

1.38
1.35

-1.70
-0.97

2 x 103
104

The roughnessis measured by

•__ff)2
+ (V•sin
00 '
R_ tOMB
4 Jfcd•[(V•0•
100•)2
MB

which has been chosenby analogy with the methods
•Mean conductivity a0 and variation amplitude O'1 are

givenin Sm-1. They havebeenchosento makethe RMS
variation from 1900 to 1990 of torques F•.or> that would
explain LOD variation and the calculated electromagnetic
torques comparable.. Thickness of the conducting layer is
5 = 200 km in all cases.

bin 1018 N m

CConductivity variation based in Figure 4.

used in flow inversionby Bloxham[1988] and others.
Here d• is a spherical surface element. WJ1 minimize
MNm. and/i• simultaneouslyin a least squaresinversion

to solvefor •. (Note that in WJ1, Table 5, the symbol

N(a) hasbeenusedinsteadof R, andthe valueshave
beenscaledby 10•ø.) The globalnatureof R makes
it the more severeand more relevantmeasure(WJ1).

We will therefore mainly rely on R, while LOD and
dConductivityvariationinferredfrom a degree16 seismic
NFL misfits are generallysmall for the resultspresented
modelby Liu et al. [1998].
below.
eConductivity concentrated in an area centered around
0ø latitude and 202.5ø longitude extending •, = 70ø and
• -- 70ø to mimic a possibleULVZ.

Figure 6 showscontour lines of R for a scan with the
localized conductivity model, again using the valuesand
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Figure6. Contour
lines
ofthe• fieldroughness
_a,again
forthesame
localized
conductivity

scanasinfigure4. Temporal
meanvalues
from1900to 1990in 2.5-year
steps
areshown.
The•

fieldisnowenforced
toreproduce
LODtorque
values.
Large
R values
signify
thattherequired
distortion
isstronger,
and• probably
unreasonably
complex.
Theroughness
spans
values
from
R = 9.87x 109to R - 6.72x 10TM.Contourintervalis 6.03x 10•ø.

theformalism
introduced
above(seeFigure4 caption).

The forwardcalculation,
i.e., usinga givenmagnetic
Lateralvariationsof MLor>andMNFLareverysimilarto field model,its secularvariation,and a precomputed
Figure 6. The LOD misfit M•or>lies between0.11 x 10-a (I>field, showedthat the electromagnetic
torqueamand0.76x 10-2. Usingthevariation
displayed
in Figure plitudedependsstronglyon the conductivitydistribu6 asan optimizedconductivitydistribution,we cannow
explorefor whichvaluesof rr0 and rr• the roughness
stays reasonable.

Figure 7 showsthe dependenceof R on the horizontally averagedconductancefor two valuesof the vari-

10
TM
-•\\

ation amplituderr•. For the largervaluethe influence
of geostrophy as an additional constraint in the (I>in-

versionis demonstrated
(WJ1). Also,resultsfor a homogeneous
andthe seismically
inferredconductivityare
presented.The influenceof the conductivityvariation
is only marginal.Asymptoticroughness
valuesare approachedfor large conductances.For the optimized
conductivity model these values lie closerto the values

R = 0.93x 10•øforthe(I>fieldnotforcedto reproduce
LOD torques. The highestasymptoticvalue is found
for the geostrophic
solutions.However,a conductance

\

of C = 108S seems
to markthepointwhereall models
reachthe asymptoticregime.We no longersupportthe
conclusion
of WJ1 that geostrophic
inversions
require
higherconductances.
WJ1 had calculatedonly a few
of the pointspresented
in Figure7, andjudgedthe acceptable conductancebasedon absolute R valuesrather

than on the asymptoticbehavior. This correctionis in-

dependent
from the lateralvariationof conductivity.
4.

Discussion

10•ø

107

,

,

......

i08

'

, ,

c

Figure 7. Dependence
of the (I>field roughness
R
on the mantle conductance
for differentconductivity
models.The solid]Jneshowsthe resultsfor a homogeneousconductivity.Dotted line and dashedline representconductivityvariationsinferredfrom Figure6 with

rrl/rr0= 0.5 and ½z/½0= 1.0 respectively.
The long
The dependenceof the electromagnetic
torque on dashed
]Jne shows results for a variation based on the
seismic
mode]with ½z/½0= 1.0. Resultsrepresented
by
plored. Becauseof our poor knowledgeof mantle con- the dash-dotted
lineusethe sameconductivity
mode]as
ductivitywe havetaken the freedomto assumesimpli- for the dashedline, but in additiongeostrophy
hasbeen
fied and idealizedmodelsin additionto a conductivity enforcedin the • inversion.In a]] casesa conducting
various lateral conductivity dis[ribu[ionshas been ex-

distribution

inferred from seismic studies.

layer of 200 km thicknesshas been assumed.
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tion and may even change sign. However, for no conductivity model did we come closeto reproducingthe
decadal length of day variation. The misfit can be reducedslightly for an appropriately chosenconductivity
model but never significantly. The mean torque I'0 depends strongly on the assumedconductivity variation.
This offset to the mean LOD torque is commonly attributed to the diffusive couple. Any estimate of this
torque contribution is therefore only meaningful when
based on a reasonablemodel of the lateral conductivity
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